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This article contains an alphabetical listing of approximately 6,530 trigTams (sets 
of three consecutive leuers) occurring in English words-about 37 percent of the 
17,576 theoretically possible trigram arrangements. For each trigTam listed, one 
or more of the commonest English words containing that trigram are included. 
In fonning this dictionary, we have excluded all personal or place names; the 
only capitalized words included are the days of the week and the months of the year. 
By so doing, we have avoided the problem of transliterating foreign place names 
or searching telephone directories for unpronouncable surnames-an almost end­
less task. We have excluded hyphenated words when the trigram contains the 
hyphen; we have excluded abbreviations and acronyms; we have excluded trigrams 
containing contractions (such as DNT for couldn't) , Our basic sources for accept­
able English words have been the Webstel"s Collegiate Dictionary editions: the fifth 
of 1944, and the seventh of 1963. In addition, we have not hesitated to include a 
few neologisms from such sources as The New YOTk Times, the National Geo­
graphic Magazine, and the like. If Webste7"s Unabridged Dictionary were to be 
used as the primary word source, it is likely that several hundred trigrams con­
forming to the restrictions above could be added. 
It is difficult to draw a firm line in deciding what English words should be in­
cluded and what should not. Sometimes, words are found both capitalized and 
uncapitalized (such as Chihuahua, Viking, Stygian), The hyphen is sometimes 
present and sometimes not (such as tom-tom, high-jack, whey-face) . When can it 
be assumed that foreign words have passed into common English usage? Probably 
no one would quibble with chauffeur, but kok-sagyz (in Webster's seventh) seems 
much more doubtful. We have included monetary units from various nations (such 
as markka, qursh and qintal) . We have also included a certain amount of modern 
slang (such as razzmatazz, ripsnorter, and slugfest) , and dialect or regional speech 
(such as acequia, baudrons, and haaf). Many ,jaw-breaking technical terms have 
crept in (such as phenylketonuria, triphenylmethane, hydroxyketone) . Each reader 
must decide for himself where he would draw the line in forming a dictionary of 
"acceptable" trigrams. 
To what uses can a trigram dictionary be put? It can be used as a reference in 
various parlor games in which successive people add on one letter at a time to a 
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word-fragment, with the object of forcing the opponent to put the final letter on. 
It may be of use to crossword puzzle fans and crypt-analysts, helping them to 
assess the plausibility of a fragment of two or three letters. Readers may perceive 
uses of which we are unaware, particularly in logological research. 
In an appendix to SeCl'et and Urgent (Blue Ribbon Books, 1942), Fletcher Pratt 
tabulated the observed frequencies of 2,510 different trigrams obtained from a 
sample of 28,834 trigrams in English prose. Unfortunately, Pratt did not write down 
the words in which he found his trigrams. In particular, he listed 27 trigrams for 
which we have been unable to find any suitable English words: ACF, AIrY, BAJ, 
BLL, DLL, DNT, DRT, EBC, ECW, EDV, EW,T, EWV, EYV, GYO, HSC, KUT, 
MRS, NIW, NLS, NTV, OSN, PPM, PPT, SFC, SNP, WJE, and WYO. It is clear 
that he must have allowed proper names (such as Admiral Leahy, Wyoming, 
Pleasantville), abbreviations (Mrs., parts per million, parts per thousand), and 
contractions (didn't, bos'n). However, many remain a mystery. It is particularly 
difficult to understand why EWJ appeared four times while WJE appeared 
but once. 
Some of the missing trigrams are probably mistakes in tabulation. In this con­
nection, note that IEM (for which the commonest word is requiem) occurs 29 
times in Pratt but lEN not once; UIM (guimpe, equimolar) occurs 3 times but 
UIN not once; VIM (vim, gravimetric) occurs 14 times but VIN not once. 
Should this dictionary have been compiled with the aid of an electronic com­
puter? At first, it seems as if it might be a much faster and more accurate method. 
However upon closer examination the task of compiling a trigram dictionary by 
computer is not a trivial one. Basically, one can consider two sources~the diction­
ary, and random English prose. Let us consider each possibility in tum. 
Although it would be a lengthy task to key-punch 100,000 words or more from 
the dictionary (all variant spellings, adverbs formed from adjectives, nouns formed 
from adjectives, and so forth) , it is within the realm of possibility. The problem 
arises in the selection of the commonest English words associated with each trigram. 
If one lets the computer print out all the trigrams associated with 100,000 words, 
and if we assume that the average word produces 6 different trigrams, then each 
of the 6,000 different trigrams in the printout will contain 100 examples on the 
average (many will contain thousands) . We can see no easy way of scanning this 
mass of material and picking out the commonest words for each trigram. 
If one processes random English prose through the computer, the problem of 
selecting the commonest words for each trigram is considerably eased--one need 
print out only the first five to twenty different occurrences of each trigram and have 
some assurance that reasonably commonplace examples are included. However, 
as Fletcher Pratt discovered, in order to assemble a respectable number of different 
trigrams one needs to scan a tremendous amount of prose; the job of preparing 
this prose in a form the computer can read would be time-consuming and expensive. 
In order to estimate the magnitude of this job, we use Pratt's statistics to deter­
mine the average number of trigrams that must be scanned to obtain (say) 6,680 
different trigrams. As already noted, Pratt obtained 2,510 different tirgrams in a 
sample of 28,834. If he had sampled half this number, one would have expected 
one-half of his single-occurrence trigrams, three-quarters of his double-occurrence 
trigrams, seven-eighths of his triple-occurrence trigrams, etc., to occur. Carrying out 
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this calculation, we estimate that Pratt would have found about 410 fewer differen t 
trigrams in a sample of 14,417. If one halves the sample a second time, the number 
of different trigrams is reduced by 831; if one halves it a third time, by 1250. From 
this, one can use as a rough extrapolation the rule that 417 new trigrams are added 
every time the sample is doubled. The difference between 6,680 and 2,510 is 4,170­
one needs to expand Pratt's sample by a factor of two raised to the ten th power, or 
1,024. This works out to nearly 30 million trigrams-abollt the number contained 
in ten volumes of the Encyclopedia Americana. 
In his 1965 Michigan State University doctoral thesis, "A Model for the Distri­
bution of Individuals by Species in an Environment," statistician John W. Mc­
Closkey suggests a somewhat different model to which Pratt's data can be fitted. 
Without going into details, his model suggests that only 15 million trigrams need 
be sampled. Although these two estimates clearly illustrate the pitfalls of long­
distance extrapola tion, the moral is obvious-mining trigrams au t of English prose' 
is likely to be an expensive job. 
The au thors acknowledge the help in locating trigTams of their daughters 
Lois and Peggy, of A. Ross Eckler, Sr., of Mary Lois Dennison, and of Manrin 
Epstein. 
AAF	 haaf AAG laager AAL kraal AAM salaam AAN balmacaan AAR aardvark, 
bazaar 
ABA abase, cabal ABB abbey, Oabby, rabbit ABC dabchick, abcoulomb ABD abdi­
cate, abduct ABE label ABG crabgrass ABH abhor ABI habit ABJ abject, 
abjure ABL able, table ABM cabman ABN abn01mal, abnegate ABO about 
ABR abrupt, candelabra ABS absolute, absolve ABU abuse, tabular, fabulous 
ABV abvoh ABW crabwise ABY baby, abyss, labyrinth 
ACA vacation, fracas ACC according, accept ACE face, place ACH each, reach, ma­
chine ACI placing ACK black, back ACL treade, pinnacle ACM acme ACN 
acne ACO bacon, laconic ACQ acquaint, acquire ACR across ACS sacs, mani­
acs, facsimile ACT fact, act ACU acute, acumen ACY lacy, literacy 
ADA radar, cicada ADB deadbeat, roadbed ADC madcap. broadcast ADD saddle, add 
ADE made, shade ADF dreadful. steadfast, headfirst ADG badge ADH adhere, 
madhouse ADI leading ADJ adjust, adjutant ADL cradle ADM madman, cad­
mium, badminton ADN madness ADO meadow, ado ADP tadpole ADQ head­
quarters ADR squadron, madrigal ADS lads ADT broadtail ADU caduceus, 
traduce ADV advent, adverb ADW beadwork, deadwood ADY lady, ready ADZ 
adze 
AEA paean, spiraea AEC aecium AED encyclopaedia AEE palaeethnology AEF 
praefect AEG aegis AEI scarabaeid AEL maelstrom AEM daemon, haemoglo­
bin AEN hyaena, taenia, aeneous AEO aeolian, archaeological AEP praeposte.r 
AER aerial, aerodrome AES aesthetic, maestro AET phaeton, tetraethyl AEU 
athanaeum AEV mediaeval AEX ultraexclusive 
AFA	 afar AFE wafer, chafe, cafeteria AFF baffle, traffic, taffy AFG afghan AFH 
leafhopper AFI afire AFL afloat AFM deafmute AFN deafness, hafnium AFO 
afoul AFR afraid, afresh AFS leafstalk AFT after AFU taeniafuge, snafu 
AFY leafy 
AGA again AGB shagbark, hagberry AGD magdalen, smaragdine, hagdon AGE age, 
page AGF bagful, hagfish AGG ragged, lagging AGH aghast, spaghetti AGI 
magic AGL eagle, aglow AGM fragment, magma AGN magnet, diagnosis AGO 
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ago, ragout, flagon, diagonal AGP magpie, bagpipe, flagpole AGR agree AGS 
flags, bags AGT ragtime AGU plag-ue, jaguar AGW ragweed AGY stagy 
AHA tomahawk, graham, maharajah AHD subahdar, shahdom AHE ahead AHI sahib 
AHJ mahjong AHL dahlia AHM hrahma AHN gahnite, autobahn AHO 
mahout, mahogany, teahouse AHS pariahs, mitzvahs AHT baht AHU chihua­
hua, ahungered AHY tetrahydrate 
AlA	 naiad, guaiacum AlB copaiba. AIC mosaic. prosaic AID said AlE gaiety, 
faience AIF waif AIG straight. campaign AIH maihem All shanghaiing AIK 
haiku, balalaik.a AIL tail. fail, mail AIM aim, claim. maim AIN remain, train 
AIO guaiocum AlP traipse AIQ caique, daiquiri AIR air, fair, chair AIS 
waist, raised, dais AIT wait, bait AIV waive, naive AIZ maize 
AJA ajar, pajama AJE majesty, trajectory AJI thingamajig, swarajism AJJ hajji 
AJO major, cajole AJU majuscule, cajuput, extrajudicial 
AKA breakage AKB breakbone AKD breakdown AKE make, take AKF breakfast 
AKH astrakhan, weak hearted AKI making, taking AKL weakly AKM leakman 
AKN weakness, breakneck AKO breakout AKP leakproof AKR cloakroom 
AKS oaks, leaks AKT breakthrough AKU oakum, breakup AKV akvavit AKW 
breakwater, teakwood AKY leaky, creaky 
ALA gala, balance ALB albumen, alb ALC talc, falcon ALD bald, alder ALE tale, 
sale ALF calf, half ALG algae, algorithm ALI realize, dealing ALK talk, walk, 
alkali ALL all, call, smaJl ALM almost ALN malnutrition, walnut ALO alone, 
along ALP scalp, alpine ALQ catafalque ALR already, walrus ALS also ALT 
halter, salt, dealt ALU salute, aluminum ALV halves ALW always ALX calx 
ALY analysis, halyard ALZ schmalz 
AMA amaze, pajama AMB amble, cambric, lamb AMC creamcups AME came, name, 
same AMF chamfer, foamflower AMH hamhanded AMI taming. family, fla­
mingo AMJ ramjet AML seamless AMM hammer, ammunition AMN amnesia, 
amnesty AMO among AMP camp, lamp, stamp AMR ramrod, steamroller, sham­
rock AMS hams, dams AMT dreamt, ramtil AMU amuck, amulet, amuse AMvV 
teamwork AMY seamy, bigamy AMZ hamza 
ANA banana ANB tanbark ANC dance, chance AND and, stand, thousand ANE 
sane ANF fanfare ANG change, angry ANH manhood, anhydrate, panhandle 
ANI animal, meaning ANJ panjandrum ANK thank, bank ANL manly ANN 
cannot ANO another ANP panpipe ANQ tranquil, vanquish, banquet ANR 
manrope ANS answer ANT want ANU manual, peanut, manufacture ANV 
anvil ANW meanwhile ANX anxious ANY any, many ANZ bonanza, stanza 
AOB baobab AOE logaoedic AOF extraoffieial AOH pharaoh AOL kaolin, gaol 
AON pharaonic AOR aorta, extraordinary AOS chaos AOT chaotic AOU 
aoudad AOW miaow 
APA apart APB soapbox, clapboard APD slapdash, lapdog APE paper, shape APF 
chapfallen, lapful APH haphazard, aphorism, graph API leaping APJ flapjack 
APK napkin APL sapling, chaplain APM swapmeet, entrapment APN shrapnel 
APO weapon APP appear, apple APR taproom, caprice, paprika APS perhaps, 
taps. slapstick, rhapsody APT captain, apt APU capuchin APW sapwood, lap­
wing APY soapy, therapy 
AQU aquatic, opaque. plaque 
ARA caravan ARB barb, garbage. marble ARC march ARD toward, heard, garden 
ARE are, care ARF scarf, wharf, parfait ARG large, argument ARH sugarhouse 
ARI daring ARJ marjoram ARK mark, park ARL early ARM arm, warm 
ARN warn ARO around ARP carp, escarpment, tarpaulin ARQ parquet, mar­
quee ARR caJTy ARS hears, marsh ART heart, start, part ARU haruspex, 
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alarum ARV marvel, carve, scarves ARW narwhal, earwig, charwoman ARY 
vary, ordinary ARZ marzipan 
ASA	 basalt, pleasant ASB asbestos ASC ascend, cascade. rascal ASO dryasdust ASE 
case, please ASH crash, ashamed, fashion ASI casing, feasible AS] masjid ASK 
ask, task ASL asleep ASM chasm ASO gasoline. reason ASP asp. Rrasp ASQ 
masquerade ASS pass AST last ASU casual. measure ASW gasworks ASY 
asylum, easy 
ATA data. ratable ATB catbird, meatball ATC watch ATE water, late, state ATF 
catfish, flatfoot ATG catgut ATH father, rather ATI nation ATK catkin 
ATL greatly, meatless ATM atmosphere ATN catnip, neatness ATO equator, 
atoll ATP hatpin ATR latrine ATS cats, mats ATT matter ATU nature 
ATW catwalk, flatware ATY atypical. meaty. satyr ATZ ersatz, hoatzin 
AUB bauble, daub, auburn AUC raucous, bureaucrat, auction AUO audience. laud­
able, maudlin AUE sauerkraut AUF chauffeur AUG gauge, august. laugh AUI 
beauing AUK auk AUL cauldron, haul AUM trauma AUN taunt, aunt AUP 
pauper, taupe, dauphin AUQ chautauqua AUR restaurant. aural, aurora AUS 
because, cause AUT beautiful AUU weltanschauung AUV mauve, chauvinism 
AUW rauwolfia AUX auxiliary, bauxite AUZ gauze 
AVA savant, ravaged AVE gave. leave, have AVG avgas AVI having, aviation AVO 
favor AVR lavrock AVU bravura, rotoRravure AW navvy AVY navy, gravy 
AWA away AWB sawbuck, lawbreaker. jawbone AWD bawdy. dawdle AWE awe. 
aweigh AWF awful AWG lawgiver AWH rawhide. awhile AWl clawing. yaw­
ing AWK awkward AWL awl, trawler, lawless AWM lawmaker. sawmill AWN 
lawn, awning, brawny AWO awoke AWP pawpaw AWR awry AWS laws, flaws 
AWT hawthorn AWW strawworm AWY lawyer 
AXA taxable AXB waxbill AXE axe AXG taxgatherer AXH saxhorn AXI axis. 
maxim, taxi AXL axle AXO taxonomy, saxophone AXP taxpayer AXS flax­
seed AXT saxtuba AXU taxus AXW maxwen, waxworks AXY galaxy, waxy 
AYA kayak AYB bayberry, maybe AYC haycock AYD payday AYE aye. grayer AYF 
dayflower, wayfarer AYG playgoer AYH mayhem AYI playing, saying AYL 
daylight AYM cayman. layman AYN paynim AYO bayou, bayonet AYP may­
pole AYR hayrack, payroll AYS days, plays AYT daytime, plaything AYU 
picayune, guayule AYW wayward, playwright, jaywalk AYY sayyid 
AZA	 hazard, azalea AZE amaze, raze, glaze AZI azimuth. amazing, magazine AZL 
teazle AZO razor. bazooka AZU azure AZY lazy, crazy AZZ jazz, dazzle 
BAA baalism BAB baby, probable BAC back BAD bad, bade BAE scarabaeus 
BAF baffle BAG bag BAH baht. subahdar, autobahn BAI bail, bait BAK bake 
BAL ball. balance, cannibal BAM bamboozle BAN band, bank BAO baobab 
BAP baptize BAQ subaqueous BAR bare, bar, bark BAS base BAT bat. battle 
BAU bauxite, bauble, debauch BAV subaverage BAW bawdy BAX abaxial 
BAY bay BAZ bazooka, bazaar 
BBA	 cabbage BBE rubber, bobbed, abbey BBI robbing, rabbit BBL hobble, dabble 
BBO ribbon BBR abbreviation BBS ebbs BBT ebbtide BBU hubbub BBY 
grubby 
BCA hubcap BCE subcelestial BCH dabchick. subchairruan BCL subclassify BCO 
subconscious BCR subcritical BCU subcutaneous 
BDA labdanum, lambda BOE subdeacon, molybdenum BDI subdivide, abdicate 
BDO subdominant. abdomen BDR cabdriver BDU obdurate, subdue 
BEA bear, beautiful BEB bebop BEC because. become BED bed. robed BEE been 
BEF before BEG began. beg BEH behind, behead BEl being BEK unbeknown 
BEL believe BEM bemused BEN benign, beneath, bend BEO plumbeous BEP 
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hebephrenia BEQ bequest BER number, member, remember BES best BET 
better, between BEV beverage, bevel BEW bewitr'h. beware BEX ibex BEY 
beyond, obey, abbey BEZ embezzle 
BFA subfamiIy BFE subfebrile BFI subfix BFa dub(oot BFR subfreezing BFU 
obfuscate 
BGE subgenus BGL subglacial BGO hobgoblin BGR subgroup, crabg'rass 
BHA dubhaul, bhakti BHE subhead BHO abhor BHU subhuman 
BIA suburbia, bias BIB bib, imbibe BIC bicarbonate HID bid, J'abid HIE bier, 
rabies BIF bifocal. bifurcate BIG big BII alibiillg BIJ bijugate BIK bike, 
bikini BIL bill, ability BIM cherubim, bimetallic. bimonthly BIN hind, robin 
BIO dubious. biolog}' BIP bipartisan. biped BIQ biquadratic. ubiquitous BIR 
bird, birth BIS ibis, bishop. bison BIT bit, bitter BIU niohium BIV ambi­
valent, bivouac. herbivore BIW biweekly BIY biyearly BIZ bizarre 
BJA subjacent BJE object, subject BJO subjoin BJU abjure, subjugate 
BKE knobkerrie BKI subkingdom, lambkin 
BLA black, blank, blade BLE table. trouble BLI blind. oblige, public BLO brock, 
blow BL U blue, bluff, blunt BLY ably, doubly 
BMA submarine BME submerge BMI submit BMO submontane HMU submultiple 
BNA hobnail, subnasal BNE abnegate BNI subnitrate BNO abnOlmal, obnoxious 
BNU cobnut 
BOA boat, board BOB bobbin. bobcat, nabob BOC bock, bocce BOD body, abode 
BOE oboe BOF riboAavin BOG bog, bogus BaH bohemian, carbohydrate 
BOI boil, boisterous BOr turbojet BOK gemsbok BOL bold, bolt BaM bomb. 
abomination BON bond, ribbon BOO book BOP bop, turboprop. tribophysics 
BaR born, border, neighbor BaS boss, bosom BOT both, bottom BOU bound, 
about BOV above, bovine BO'V bow, bowl BOX box BOY boy BOZ rehow 
BPA subpagoda BPH subphylum BPL subplot BPO subpoena BPR thumbprint, 
bombproof 
BRA branch, brave BRE bread, break, breath BRI bring. bright BRa brown. 
brother. brought BRU brush. abrupt BRY embryo, bryophyte 
BSA	 subsaline BSC subscribe, obscure, abscond BSE absent, subset. observe BSH 
bombshell BSI subsist, obsidian, absinthe BSK numbskull, lambskin BSL bobsled 
BSO absolute, obsolete BSP subspace, subspecies BSQ absquatulate BST sub­
stance, obstacle, abstract BSU absurd, subsume BSY fubsy 
BTA bobtail, obtain BTE subterranean, subteml BTF doubtful BTl doubting BTL 
subtle, doubtless BTO debtor, subtotal BTR subtract, obtrusive BTS doubts 
BTU obtuse 
BUB bubble, hubbub BUC buck, bucolic BUD bud, budget BUE imbue BUF buff, 
rebuff, buffer BUG bug, bugle BUH buhrstone BUI built BUK rebuke BUL 
bull, bulk BUM bump, bumble BUN bundle, bunk, abundant BUO buoyant 
BUP buprestid BUR burn, burst, bury BUS business, abuse BUT but BUX 
buxom BUY buy BUZ buzz 
BVA subvaginal BVE subvert. obverse BVI obvious BVO obvolute 
B,.vA subway BWE cobweb BWH bobwhite BWI crabwise BWO webworm 
BYC bombycid BYE bye BYG bygone BYH cubbyhole, babyhood, hobbyhorse BYI 
lobbyist, babyish BYL bylaw BYN byname BYO presbyopia BYP bypass, by­
play BYR labyrinth BYS bystander. abyss BYT presbyter BYW byway, byword 
BZY	 subzygomatic 
CAA	 balmacaan CAB cabin, scab, cable CAC cackle, cache CAD facade, cadet, cad 
CAE encaenia, caesura CAF cafeteria, caffein CAG cage CAH cahier, cahoots, 
dodecahedron CAl caisson, cairn CAJ cajole CAK cake CAL call, comical 
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CAM came, became CAN can CAO cacao CAP cap. escape CAQ macaque 
CAR care, carry CAS case, cast CAT catch. cat. CAU because, cause GAV. cave, 
cavalry CAW macaw CAY cay CAZ alcazar 
CCA occasion CCE accep t CCH saccharine, bacchanal CCI vaccine. accident, flaccid 
CCL occlude. acclimat.ed CCO according. account CGR accretion CCU accurate, 
occupy, occur CCY coccyx 
CDO anecdate CDY ecdysiast 
CEA cease, ocean, panacea CEB iceberg, icebox CEC cecropia, racecourse CED faced 
CEE succeed CEF icefall, graceful, henceforth CEG miscegenation CEH race­
horse, icehouse CEI receive CEJ icejam CEL cell CEM cement, cemetery 
CEN cent, descend CEO sebaceous, cretaceous CEP accept, except CEQ acequia 
CER certain CES faces CET faucet, cetacean CEU lyceum, caduceus, pharma­
ceutical CEV cevitamic acid CEW raceway
 
CFL RicRac
 
CHA change, chair CHB hunchback. matchbox, switchback CHC beachcomber, witch­
craft CHD touchdown, archdeacon CHE watched CHF pitchfork CHG church­
goer CRR hitchhike, beachhead CHI children CHK latchkey CHL matchless, 
chlorine. churchly CHM matchmaker, churchman CRN beechnut, technology 
CRO choose, chop CHP linchpin, catchpenny CRR lunchroom, christen, chronic 
CRS matchstick, touchstone CRT yacht, watchtower CHU church CRV bosch­
vark CHW patchwork, watcbword CRY touchy, anarchy, churchyard 
CIA special CIB miscible, invincible, decibel ClC cicada, icicle, farcical cm decide, 
acid CIE science, fancier, society CIF crucify, specific, lucifer CIG cigarette 
CII coraciiform CIL pencil, conciliate CIM scimitar, decimal CIN cinder, cinch 
CIa suspicion, coercion, unconscious CIP cipher, principle CIQ cacique CIR 
circle, circus CIS exercise CIT city, excite GIU calcium CIV civil CIZ criticize 
CKA blockade, backache CKB blackboard, backbone, kickback CKC blackcap, cock­
crow CKD backdoor, jackdaw CKE backer, picked CKF backfire, cockfight, stick­
ful CKG backgammon, blackguard CKH blackhead. backhand CKI backing 
CKJ blackjack, lockjaw CKK jackknife CKL lackluster, quickly, blacklist CKM 
blackmail, uackman CRN acknowledge CKO blackout CKP crackpot, stickpin, 
pickpocket CKR buckram, checkroom, rackrent CKS backs CKT necktie. cock­
tail, bucktooth CKU pickup, ruckus CKW backward, clockwork, buckwheat CKY 
sticky 
CMA chacrna, tacmahack, blancmange CME acme 
CNE acne CNI picnic CNO acnode 
COA coat, coast COB corncob, cobbler COC cock, concoct COD cod, code CaE 
coed, coefficient, coerce COF scoff, coffee COG cogent, cog COR cohere, cohort, 
alcohol Cal coin, coil COK coke COL cold, color COM come, become, com­
pany CON continue, condition, second COO cool, coop COP copy, cop, cope 
COQ coquette, monocoque COR corner, record COS cost, cosmos COT cot, cotton 
COU could, country, recount COV discover, cove COW COw, scowl COX cox­
swain COY decoy, coyote COZ cozy 
CPA secpar 
CQU racquet, acquire 
CRA crack CRE create, cream, credit CRI critic CRO across, crowd CRU crush, 
crust CRW crwth CRY cry, crypt, mimicry 
CSI facsimile, tocsin CSO frolicsome CSP calcspar CST ecstasy 
CTA octave CTE acted, directed CTF factful CTR icthyology CTI action, protec­
tion CTL tactless, exactly CTM enactment, selectman CTN exactness CTO 
octOpus CTR actress CTS facts CTU picture, actual CTY dactyl CTZ hoactzin 
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CUA evacuate CUB cub, cube CUC cuckoo, cucumber CUD cud, cuddle CUE cue 
CUF cuff CUI acuity, circuit, cuisine eUL cult, sculpture, calculate CUM cum­
ulate, cumbersome eUN cunning CUO vacuous, innocuous CUP cup, recuper­
ate CUR curious, current CUS excuse, custom, accuse CUT cut, acute CUU 
vacuum euv cuvette 
eWE colicweed eWM cwm 
eYA	 cyanide eYB cybernetics eyC bicycle, cyclone CYD cyder CYG cygnet eYH 
policyholder eYI fancying eYL cylinder eYM cymbal eYN cynic, cynosure 
eyO halcyon eyp cypress CYR amphicyrtic eys cyst eYT scythe, cytology 
CYM fancywork CYX coccyx 
CZA	 czar eZE eczema 
DAA rijksdaaler DAB dab, dabble DAC headache, dachshund DAD dado, dad DAE 
sundae, daemon DAF daffodil, daft DAG adage, dagger DAH verandah, dahlia, 
howdah DAI daily, ordain, daisy DAK flak DAL dale, sandal DAM dam, damp 
DAN dance, sedan DAP dapper, dappled D.-\Q baldaquin DAR dare, dart 
DAS dash, sodas DAT date, data, candidate DAU daugluer, daunt DAV davit, 
davenport DAW dawn, jackdaw DAX addax DAY day, today DAZ daze 
DBA sandbag, handball, headband DBE deadbeat, roadbed DBI woodbin, redbird 
DBL sandblast DBO headboard, sandbox DBR midbrain, windbreak DBU red· 
bud, cloudburst, bedbug DBY standby 
DCA wildcat, redcap DCH woodchuck, bedchamber, headcheese DCL bedclothes 
DCO redcoat, midcourse DCR woodcraft. handcraft DCU handcuff, woodcut 
DDA midday, riddance DDB oddball DDE sudden, adder DDF eisteddfod DDH 
saddhu DDI addition, bedding DDL middle, addled DDM oddment DDN 
oddness DDO haddork DDR address DDS odds DDU adduce DDY caddy, 
shoddy 
DEA	 dear, deal, death DEB debt DEC decide, declare DED seeded, dedicate DEE 
deed, deep DEF defend DEG degrade, degree DEH dehydrate, aldehyde, side­
hill DEI deity, deign DE] dejected DEK sidekick DEL model, delight DEM 
demand DEN garden, president DEO rodeo, deodorant DEP independent 
DEQ adequate DER under, consider, modern DES desire, destroy DET deter­
mine, detail DEU grandeur, deuce, deuterium DEV deviation DEW dew DEX 
index, dexterity DEY dey, deadeye DEZ rendezvous 
DFA windfall, steadfast DFE bedfellow DFI headfirst, wildfire, codfish DFL gadfly 
DFO hundredfold DFR breadfruit DFU dreadful 
DGA floodgate DGE edge, knowledge, bridge DCI lodging DGL sandglass, fledgling 
DGM judgment DCO bedgown DCR handgrip, landgTave DCU mudguard 
DCYedgy 
DHA secondhand DHE redhead DHI sandhi DHO groundhog, madhouse DHP 
jodhpurs DHU dhurna 
DIA	 dial, median DIB audible, dibasic DIe contradict, dictionary DID did DIE die, 
soldier DIF different DIG dig, digit DIH dihedral, hardihood DII radii DIK 
dike DIL dilute DIM dim, dime DIN building, according DIO radio, idiot 
DIP dip, diploma DIR direct, andiron, din DIS distance, discover DlT addi­
tion, editor DIU diurnal, medium, sodium DIV divide, dive, individual DIW 
handiwork DIX radix, appendix DIZ dizzy, aggrandize 
DJA	 adjacent DJE adjective DJI hadji, djinn DJO adjoin DJU adjust 
DKA vodka DKE handkerchief DKI bodkin 
DLA	 woodland, midland DLE addled, idle, middle DLI headlight, headline DLO 
padlock, headlong DLS dirndls DLU landlubber DLY fondly 
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DMA headmaster, landmark, redman DT\·1E oddment DMI admit DMO headmost, 
admonish DMU khidmutgar 
DNA kidnap DNE hardness, kidney DNI midnight DNO dreadnought DNU quid­
nunc, groundnut 
DOA doable DOB dobbin, adobe DOC dock. doctor, docile,DOD dodder, dodge DOE 
does DOF doff DOG dog, dogma DOl doing DOL dollar, idol DOM dome, 
dominate, freedom DON done, pardon DOO door, doom DOP dope, adopt 
DOR adore, dormant DOS dose, vadose DOT dot, dote DOU doubt, double 
DOV dove DOW down, window DOX doxology, paradox, orthodox DOY 
doyenne DOZ doze, dozen 
DPA	 bedpan, sandpaper, hardpan DPE woodpecker DPH headphone DPI sandpiper, 
headpiece DPL swordplay, bedplate DPO tadpole. bedpost DPR woodprint 
DQU headquarters 
DRA draw, drape DRE dress, hundred, dream DRI drink, drive DRO drop. bed­
room DRU drum, druR. drunk DRY dry, laundry 
DSA headsale DSC landscape DSE headset DSH bloodshed, hardship DSI mudsill 
DSK redskin DSL landslide DSrvf woodsman, goldsmith DSO handsome DSP 
bedspread, feldspar DST bedstead, roadster DSU bloodsucker DSW windswept 
DSY woodsy 
DTA swordtait DTE midterm DTH hundredth DTI bedtime DTO redtop, midtown 
DUA dual, individual DUB dub, dubious DUC produce, conduct, duck DUD dud, 
dude DUE due, duet. residue DUF duff, duffle DUG dug DUI conduit DUK 
duke DUL dull DUM dumb, dump DUN dunce, dun, dungeon DUO duologue, 
arduous DUP duplicate, dupe DUR endure, during DUS dust. industry DUT 
duty DUU residuum, duumvirate DUV duvetyn 
DVA advance DVE adverse, advent DVI advise DVO advocate 
DWA dwarf, boardwalk, midway DWE dwell, midweek DWH handwheel DWI hood­
wink, midwife, sandwich DWO hardwood, redwood, handwork DWR handwriting 
DYA dyadic DYB ladybug DYC bradycardia DYD athodyd DYE midyear, dye DYF 
ladyfingers DYG bodyguard DYI dying DYK dyke, ladykin DYL idyll DYM 
handyman, praseodymium DYN dynamic DYS dysentery, ladyship DYT troglo­
dyte, candymft DYW tiddledywinks, paddywhack 
DZE adze DZI rendzina DZO podzol DZU kudzu 
EAB agreeable, whereabouts EAC each EAD head, instead EAE ocreae EAF deaf, 
seafarer, leaf EAG eagle, eager, league EAH flea hopper, seahorse, teahouse EAK 
weak EAL appeal, health EAM stream, dream EAN mean EAP leap, heap 
EAQ seaquake EAR year, near, early EAS pleasant, measure EAT eat, great, 
beat EA U beautiful EAV leave, heavy, heaven EAW seaward, seaweed EAX 
poleax EAZ sleazy, teazle 
EBA rebate, debark, amoeba EBB ebb EBD hebdomadal EBE rebel EBF webfoot 
EBI debit, rebirth EBL treble, feeble EBO ebony, firebox EBR zebra, debris 
EBS plebs EBT debt EBU rebuke, debut, ebullient EBW webworm EBY 
whereby 
ECA because, became ECC eccentric, impeccable ECD anecdote, ecdysiast ECE re­
cent ECH beech ECI decide, special ECK neck, reckon ECL declare, reclaim 
ECO become, second ECP secpar ECR secret, recreation ECS ecstasy ECT de­
tect, lecture, direct ECU secure. peculiar ECY fleecy, prophecy ECZ eczema 
EDA sedan, bedaub. medal EDB bedbug EDC bedclothes EDD sledding EDE ceded, 
predestined EDF bedfellow EDG edge, knowledge EDH redhead EDI medical, 
delicate EDL bedlam, pedlar, wheedle EDM piedmont EDN redness EDO redo 
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EDP bedpan EDQ bedquilt EDR bedroom, redress EDS bedside, deeds EDT 
hundredth, bedtime EDU reduce, educate EDW bedward, speedwell EDY greedy 
EEA agreeable EEB feeble EEC beech, fleece EED need, succeed EEF beef, gleeful 
EEG squeege EEH freehand, beehive EEL seeing EEK seek, week EEL feel, 
peel EEM seem, teem EEN been, seen, between EEP deep EER deer EES 
cheese EET meet, feet, street EEV sleeve EEW freewill, leeward EEX pre­
existent EEZ freeze, squeeze 
EFA deface, preface EFC briefcase EFD fiefdom EFE prefer EFF effort EFI befit, 
defile EFL deflate, firefly EFO before, reform EFR defraud, refract EFS reefs 
EFT deft, left EFU refuse EFW beefwood EFY defy 
EGA began EGE beget, siege EGG egg, beggar EGH leghorn EGI begin, legion 
EGL legless EGM segment, phlegm EGN pregnant. interregnum- EGO woebe­
gone EGR regret, integral. degree EGS legs EGU regular EGY strategy, pane­
gyric 
EHA rehabilitate, behave, behalf EHE behead, vehement, apprehend EHI behind, 
vehicle EHM boehmite EHN foehn, prehnite EHO behold EHU dehumidify 
EHY dehydrate 
EIA plebeian, pharmacopoeia EIB ceiba EIC deicide EID eider EIE lammergeier 
ElF deify, cuneiform, heifer EIG weight, reign, eight ElK sheik ElL veil, ceiling 
ElM reimburse, weimaraner EIN rein, being EIO meiosis EIP receipt EIR 
their ElS theism, geisha, seismic EIT deity, reiterate, forfeit EIV receive EIZ 
seize 
EJA ejaculate EJE dejected. rejected EJI rejigger, hejira EJO rejoice EJU rejuven­
ate, prejudice 
EKA eureka EKB cheekbone EKD weekday EKE seeker EKI peeking EKK trekked 
cheeky 
EKL weekly, meekly EKN meekness EKO pekoe EKS seeks EKT tektite EKY 
ELA	 relate ELB elbow, melba. wheelbarrow ELC welcome ELD held, elder ELE 
select. relent ELF self ELG belga, doppelganger ELH steelhead, keelhaul ELI 
believe ELK elk, welkin ELL well, fellow, tell ELM elm, helm ELN hazelnut 
ELO belong, below ELP help, whelp ELR jewelry, hostelry ELS feels, elsewhere 
ELT felt, belt ELU elusive, elucidate ELV selves, pelvis ELW wheelwright. 
edelweiss ELY surely 
EMA demand, remain EMB member, tremble EMC emcee EMD fremd. novemdecil­
lion EME movement, remember EMI emit, remiss EML seemly. hemlock, grem­
lin EMM lemma, dilemma EMN condemn, solemn, remnant EMO remote 
EMP empty, tempt EMS gems, themselves EMU emulate, femur EMV decemvir 
EMY enemy, alchemy 
ENA	 enable ENB henbane ENC difference END end, send, friend ENE general 
ENF enforce, enfold ENG strength ENH enhance. brokenhearted ENI denial 
ENJ enjoy ENK enkindle ENL enlist, enlarge ENM enmity. enmesh ENN ten­
nis, ennui ENO enough ENP enplane, hasenpfeffer ENQ enquire ENR enroll 
ENS sense, pension ENT went, sent, moment ENU tenure, benumb ENV envy, 
envision ENW enwrap. enwreathe ENY deny ENZ enzyme, frenzy, benzene 
EOA neoarsphenamine EOB theobromine EOC reoccupy, theocratic EOD geode, de­
odorant, theodolite EOF thereof EOG geography EOH eohippus EOI geoid, 
neoimpressionism EOL geology EOM geometry EON surgeon, neon, luncheon 
EOP people EOR theory, reorder, preordain EOS geosyncline, creosote, theoso­
phy EOT geotropic, stereotype, leotard EOU hideous, courageous EOV more· 
over EOW meow, homeowner EOX deoxidize EOY neoytterbium EOZ paleo. 
zoological 
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EPA	 repair EPB stepbrother EPC stepchild, sheepcote EPD stepdaughter EPE re­
peal, depend EPF stepfather EPG stepgrandparent EPH telephone EPI epic, 
epitome, sleepiness EPL sleepless, reply, fireplace EPM stepmother EPN steep­
ness EPO deport, repose EPP pepper EPR deprive EPS steps EPT slept, 
accept, inept EPU repute EPW sleepwalk EPY sleepy 
EQU	 equal, request 
ERA	 general ERB herb, superb ERC perch ERD herd, overdone ERE here. where, 
were ERF perfume, performance ERG iceberg-, underg-o ERH underhand, per· 
haps, overhang ERI peril, serious ER] overjoyed. perjury, lumberjack ERK jerk 
ERL merlin, motherless ERM term. permanent ERN government ERO hero 
ERP perpendicular, perplex, enterprise ERQ perquisite, underquote ERR error. 
terrible ERS herself, person ERT certain ERU gerund, peruke, cherub ERV 
nerve, serve ERW overwork. masterwork ERY very. every ERl overzealous 
ESA resale, courtesan ESB lesbian, presbyter ESC rescue, escape, describe ESD Tues­
day, eavesdropping ESE these ESF tradesfolk ESG salesgirl ESH mesh, flesh 
ESI president, beside ESK desk ESM mesmerize. besmirch. tradesman ESN 
mesne ESO esoteric, resolve ESP despair, respect ESQ esquire. mesquite. statu­
esque ESS dress, less EST west, best, interest ESU presume. result ESW bees­
wax ESY heresy, g-eodesy 
ETA fetal, retail ETB setback, carpetbag ETC etch, wretch ETD letdown ETE de­
tect ETF pocketful ETH something, together, whether ETI fetid, retire, greet­
ing ETK pocketknife ETL beetle ETM revetment, sweetmeat ETN wetness 
ETO detonate, retort, covetous ETP bulletproof ETR retreat, firetrap ETS sets, 
streets ETT better, setting ETU return, fetus ETW between ETY suety, sure­
ty, ninety ETl pretzel 
EUC deuce, eucalyptus EUD feud EUE queue EUF soixante-neuf EUG eugenic 
EUH euhemerism EUI queuing EUK leukemia EUL eulogy EUM rheuma­
tism. museum EUN reunion, eunuch EUO euonymus EUP euphoria, thereupon 
lineup EUR heuristic, chauffeur, grandeur EUS reuse, chartreuse EUT neutral, 
sleuth, lieutenant EUV maneuver EUX euxenite EUl kreuzer 
EVA evade. evaporate EVE even, level, several EVI revise, device, evil EVM tradev­
man EVN crarevna EVO evolution, revolve EVR chevron EVU revulsion 
EVV revving EVY levy, bevy EVl evzone 
EWA reward, homeward EWB newborn, screwball EWC newcomer EWD dewdrop, 
lewd EWE sewer EWF newfangled EWG gewgaw EWH somewhat EWI sew­
ing. herewith EWK yewk EWL dewlap, newly EWM newmarket, shrewmouse 
EWN newness EWO homework, firewood EWP viewpoint EWR typewriter 
EWS news, sews EWT newt, pewter EWW screwworm EWY dewy 
EXA	 example, exact EXC exclude, exclaim EXD sexdecillion EXE execute, exercise 
EXF exfoliate EXH exhaust. exhibit EXI exist, exit EXL sexless EXN complex­
ness EXO inexorable, exotic EXP expect. explain, experience EXQ exquisite 
EXS exsert, exscind EXT next, extend EXU exude, exult EXY sexy 
EYA abeyance. vineyard EYB honeybee. volleyball, keyboard EYC honeycomb EYD 
honeydew, heydey EYE eye EYF wheyface. cockneyfy EYH greyhound, keyhole 
EYI greying EYL greylag EYM honeymoon EYN greyness, keynote EYO be­
yond EYP monkeypot EYR eyrie EYS monkeyshine, preys, keystone EYW 
moneywort, alleyway 
ElA bezant ElE freeze, trapeze Ell freezing. bezique ElO piezoelectric. trapezoid 
ElU mezuzah ElV rendezvous ElY breezy Ell embezzle 
}'AB fable, fabricate FAC fact, surface FAD fad, fade FAE faery FAG fag, faggot 
FA! fair, faim FAK fake, fakir FAL fall, false FAM family. fame FAN fan, 
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fancy, fang FAP sulfapyridine FAR far FAS fast, fascinate FAT fat. fate, 
father FAU fault, faucet FAV favor FAW guffaw, fawn FAY fay FAZ faze 
FBA	 puffball, halfback FEB offbeat, halfbeak FBI surfbird FBO surfboard 
FCA	 briefcase. offcast FCH chiffchaff 
FDO	 serfdom 
FEA	 fear. defeat, feast FEB febrile. lifeboat FEC affect, effeCt FED stuffed, federal 
FEE feet, feel FEF !ifeful. hasenpfeffer FEG safeguard FEH wifehood FEI 
feint, feign FEK safekeeping FEL fellow, felt FEM female, femur FEN fend, 
fence FEO feoffment FER offer, difference FES safes, festival, confess FET 
fetch, safety, cafeteria FEU feud, chauffeur FEV fever FEW few FEX lUbifex 
FEY fey FEZ fez 
FFA	 offal, buffalo FFB offbeat, puffball, snuffbox FFC o[fcast FFD sheriffdom FFE 
offer, different FFH offhand FFI officer, affix FFL scuffle, affluent FFM feoff­
ment FFN bluffness FFO buffoon, effort FFP offprint FFR riffraff, taffrail, 
saffron FFS scoffs. offshoot FFU effusive, diffuse FFY stuffy 
FGH	 afghan 
FHA	 offhand FHE halfhearted FHO selfhood, leafhopper 
FIA	 fiat, ruffian, justifiable FIB fib, fiber FIC official, traffic FlO fiddle. confide FIE 
defied FlF fifty, fife FIG fight, figure FIK fike FIL fill FlM infimum, fimbri­
ate FIN final, find, define FlO fiord FIP fipple Aute FIR fire, first FIS fist, 
fish FIT fit FIV five FIX fix, prefix FIZ fizzle 
FJE	 fjeld FJO fjord 
FLA flaw, flavor, flat FLE flew, scuffle, fleet FLl flight, baffling FLO flow, flower 
FLU fluid, influx FLY fly 
FMA wharfmaster FME feoffment FMU deafmute 
FNE deafness FNl hafnium 
FaA foam, foal FOB fob FOC focus, suffocate FOD fodder, daffodil FOE foe FOG 
fog FOr foil, foist FOL follow, fold FOM foment FON fond, font FOO food. 
foot FOP fop FOR for, form, before FOS fossil, foster FOT fylfot FOU 
found, four FOV fovea FOW fowl FOX fox FOY foyer FOZ fozy 
FPA halfpace FPE halfpenny FPl scarfpin FPR offprint 
FRA afraid FRE free, fresh FRI friend FRO from, front FRU fruit, frugal FRY 
fry, belfry 
FSA selfsame FSB wolfsbane FSC offscouring FSE offset FSH offshoot FSI offside 
FSK calfskin FSP offspring FST beefsteak 
FTA	 chieftain FTB softball FTE after, sifted FTH fifth, softhearted FTr lifting 
FTL softly FTN softness, deftness FTO leftOver, rooftOp FTR halftrack FTS 
drafts FTT ofttimes FTU wafture FTW driftwood, leftwing FTY crafty 
FUB	 fubsy FUC fuschsia FUD fudge, befuddled FUE fuel FUG fugivite, fugue 
FUJ fuji FUL full, careful, beautiful FUM perfume, fumble FUN fun, fund, 
function FUR fur, furnish, fury FUS confuse, fuss FUT future, futile FUZ fuzz 
FWA halfway FEW gulfweed FWO beefwood 
FYC	 fyce FYD daffydowndilly FYI saiisfying, glorifying FYK fyke FYL fylfot 
GAB vagabond, gable GAC legacy, megacycle GAD gadabout GAE algae GAF gaff 
GAG baggage, gag GAH gahnite GAl again, gain GAL gallon, regal GAM 
game, gamble GAN organ, began, gang GAO gaol, logaoedic GAP gape. gap 
GAR garden, sugar, regard GAS gas, gasp GAT gate, delegate GAU gauge, 
gauze GAV gave GAW gawky, gewgaw GAY gay GAZ gaze, gazelle 
GBA dogbane, shagbark GBE bugbear, dORberry GBI songbird GBO tugboat, ring­
bone GBU hagbut 
GCA dogcart GCL longeloth GCO lingcod, stringcourse GCR kingcraft GCU kingcup 
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GDA magdalen, amygdala GDI wingding, smaragdine GDO ringdove, kingdom. wrong­
doer 
GEA gear GEB algebra, sagebrush GEC stagecoach. gecko GED hanged, aged GEE 
geese, apogee GEF vengeful, gefilte fish GEG gegenschein GEH hedgehog, 
bridgehead, largehearted GEl geisha, ageing, pOltergeist GEL gelatin. angel 
GEM gem GEN general, gentleman GEO geography, dungeon GEP hodge­
podge, ridgepole GER anger, larger GES digest. biggest GET get. together 
GEU voyageur GEV longevity GEW bridgework, edgewise GEY geyser, stagey 
GFA dogface GFE songfest GFI dogfight GFO lUningfork GFR sangfroid GFU 
bagful, meaningful 
GGA luggage, haggard, toboggan GGE lagged. ragged GGH egghead GGI logging 
GGL giggle, struggle GGM yeggman GGN eggnog GGO faggot GGP egg­
plant GGR aggravate GGS eggs GGU ziggurat GGY leggy, baggy 
GHA ghastly. afghan GHB doughboy, neighbor GHC roughcast GHD roughdry 
GHE ghetto, higher, spaghetti GHF thoroughfare, highflying GHG thoroughgo­
ing GHH highhanded. roughhouse GHI coughing, laughing GHJ highjacker 
GHL highly, highlight GHM ploughman GHN toughness, doughnut. roughneck 
GHO ghost, throughout, leghorn GHP boughpot GHR highroad GHS coughs, 
roughshod GHT thought, might, eight GHU sorghum GHW highway GHY 
dinghy 
GIA	 giant GIB gibe, giblet GIC magic, logic GID giddy, rigid GIE hygiene GIF 
gift GIG gigantic, giggle GIl congii GIL gild, gill GIM regiment. gimlet GIN 
begin GIO region, legion GIP gipsy GIR girl, girder GIS gist GIT agitate, 
longitude GIU collegium GIV give GIZ gizzard 
GJA	 logjam 
GKO bangkok. gingko 
GLA glad, glass GLE glee. ogle, struggle GLI glide, glisten GLO glow, globe, glory 
GLU glue, glut GLY ugly, glycerine 
GMA ringmaster, stigma, dogma GME figment, segment GMI quagmire GMO big­
mouth, sigmoid GMS paradigms GMU nystagmus GMY pygmy 
GNA gnat, cognate GNB signboard GNE signed, cygnet GNI signing GNL benignly 
GNM assignment. alignment GNN foreignness GNO gnome, ignore, eggnog 
GNP signpost GNS reigns, signs GNT sovereignty GNU gnu, pignut 
GOA goal, goat GOB gobble, goblin GOC gocart, egocentric GOD god GOE goes 
GOF goffer GOG goggle, agog GOH megohm GOI going GOL gold, golf 
GOM egomaniac, dragoman GON gone, agony, polygon GOO good GOP gopher 
GOR gorge, rigor, gore GOS gospel, gossip GOT got GOU gout, gourd GOV 
government, hangover GOW gown GOY gargoyle 
GPE pigpen GPI kingpin, bagpipe, magpie GPL gangplank, eggplant GPO flagpole 
GRA grand, grant GRE great, green GRI r;rip, grime GRO grow, group, background 
GRU gruff, grunt GRY angry, hungry 
GSA jigsaw GSD rigsdaler GSE bugseed GSG billingsgate GSH flagship, slingshot, 
hogshead GSI rinr;side GSK pigskin GSM cragsman GSO singsong GSP wing­
span, kriegspiel GST pigsty, youngster GSY Iangsyne 
GTA pigtail GTH streni';th, lenr;th GTI ragtime GTO dogtooth GTR dogtrot 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to the length of this article, it will be continued in the 
next issue of WORD WAYS. 
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